Viral kinetics have been extensively studied in the past through the use of spatially well-mixed ordinary differential equations describing the time evolution of the diseased state. However, emerging spatial structures such as localized populations of dead cells might adversely affect the spread of infection, similar to the manner in which a counter-fire can stop a forest fire from spreading. In a previous publication [2], a simple 2-D cellular automaton model was introduced and shown to be accurate enough to model an uncomplicated infection with influenza A. Here, this model is used to investigate the effects of relaxing the well-mixed assumption. Particularly, the effects of the initial distribution of infected cells, the regeneration rule for dead epithelial cells, and the proliferation rule for immune cells are explored and shown to have an important impact on the development and outcome of the viral infection in our model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modelling of viral infection dynamics has become a very popular approach to understanding and characterizing the dynamics of viral infections. The basic viral infection model, which was introduced by Perelson [17, 18] , namely
describes the temporal evolution of the population of susceptible or target cells, T , which become infected, I, as a result of their interactions with virus particles, V . This model is widely used with minor or major modifications to study the dynamics of various viral infections. Typically, these mathematical modelling efforts seek to determine crucial parameters of the dynamics of a specific viral infection which would be impractical or arduous to extract experimentally. But those simple ODE models make the very important assumption that the various populations of cells and virions are uniformly distributed over the space where the infection takes place for all times; an assumption that is rarely realistic, and which may or may not affect in a significant way the resulting dynamics. For this reason, there is growing interest in probing the effect of spatial distribution on systems in ecology [5, 6, 21] , epidemiology [8, 10] and immunology [7, 11, 20] .
Here, I explore the effects of spatial structures on the dynamics of a viral infection, whose target cells are fixed * Electronic address: cbeau@phys.ualberta.ca in space, using a 2-D cellular automaton introduced in previous work [2] . I will explore which kind of effects spatial structures can have on the evolution and outcome of a spatially localized viral infection. I will also show how these spatial structures emerge and by which process they affect the dynamics of the infection.
In the next section the reader will briefly be reminded about the rules and parameters of the cellular automaton model. Then, in Section III, the effect of the distribution of initially infected cells on the progression of the infection is investigated. Section IV compares a local regeneration rule for epithelial cells to a global rule, i.e. the rule for the replacement of dead epithelial cells with healthy cells. In Section V, the effects of the addition of immune cells at random locations versus addition at the site of recruitment are explored. Finally, in Section VI, the significance of the spatial effects in the particular case of an uncomplicated influenza A viral infection is discussed.
II. THE CELLULAR AUTOMATON
The cellular automaton (CA) model that will be used in this work was introduced in [2] , where the values chosen for each parameter are also justified. The relationship between the notation used here and that of [2] is listed in the Appendix. The model considers 2 species of cells: epithelial cells which are the target of the viral infection, and immune cells which fight the infection. The CA is run on a 2-D square lattice where each site represents one epithelial cell, and immune cells are mobile, moving from one lattice site (epithelial cell) to another. The simulation grid is updated synchronously and has toroidal boundary conditions for both cell types. The virus particles are not explicitly considered, rather the infection is modelled as spreading directly from one epithelial cell to another.
The evolution rules of the CA model for the epithe-lial and immune cell species are enumerated in Boxes 1 and 2, respectively. At initialization time, each epithelial cell is assigned a random age between 0 and δ H . All but a fraction ρ C = 0.01 epithelial cells are initialized as healthy, the rest are set as containing virions. Additionally, ρ M = 1.5 × 10 −4 unactivated immune cells per epithelial cell are placed at random locations on the grid.
III. DISTRIBUTION OF INITIALLY INFECTED CELLS
In our CA model, the parameter ρ C is the fraction of epithelial cells initially set in the infected state, and its default value is 1%. In [2] , the cells to be initially set to the infected state were picked at random and this resulted in single infected cells as well as groupings or patches of neighbouring infected cells of various sizes. One way to investigate the effect of spatial heterogeneities on the dynamics of the infection is to change the spatial configuration of the epithelial cells that are initially set in the infected state. To do this, our model was modified to distribute the initially infected cells into groups or patches of fixed size so that the effect of the size of the patches of infected cells on the dynamics of the infection can be investigated.
A new parameter, s, is added to our CA model, being the number of cells that make up a patch of initially infected cells. Since the number of epithelial cells to be initially infected is not necessarily divisible by s, the quotient of that division gives the number of patches to be added to the simulation grid at start up, and the remainder of the division is used to set the probability that an extra patch of size s be added. This means that a fixed initial patch size is enforced at the expense of a fixed fraction of initially infected cells. Each patch of infected cells is individually constructed and is added at a random location on the grid, insuring that no two patches are in contact with each other. Our model defines the neighbourhood of a site as consisting of the site itself and its eight closest sites [2] (Moore neighbourhood). A patch of s infected cells is constructed by starting with a seed site and growing it by sequentially picking one site at random from the set of sites that neighbour previously-selected sites. Note that this method of forming patches results in patches with densities that decrease with increasing distance from the centre. This characteristic is consistent with a splatter or spray of virions and thus this method was preferred over other patch growing methods such as diffusion-limited aggregation, and random walk additions around a seed.
The results for patches ranging in size from 1 to 1232 infected cells are presented in Figure 1 . One can see that increasing initial patch sizes result in fewer infected cells and less epithelial damage. This is not surprising since only the cells that make up the perimeter of the patch, i.e. those that have healthy neighbours, can infect other cells. As patches grow, their perimeter to area Infectious   Dead   1   4   2  3  5,6 5,6,7 5,6,7 5
1. Healthy epithelial cells get infected with probability β = 2 h −1 for each infectious Moore neighbour (8 nearest neighbours).
2. A cell containing virions and which has been infected for τE = 4 h begins expressing the viral peptide on their epitope.
3. An expressing cell that has been expressing its viral peptide for τI = 2 h becomes infectious.
4. A dead cell becomes a healthy cell (i.e. is replaced by a healthy cell) if any of its 8 Moore neighbours divides. Only healthy cells divide and they divide every b = 12 h.
5. All cells will die of old age after living for exactly δH = 380 h, unless they die earlier because of viral toxicity or immune recognition (see below).
6. Because of viral toxicity, infected cells (i.e. containing+expressing+infectious) will die after having been infected for δI = 24 h, unless they die earlier from recognition (see below) or from old age (see above).
7. Finally, expressing and infectious cells die when "recognized" by an activated immune cell. 2. All immune cells die of old age after living for exactly δM = 168 h.
3. An unactivated immune cell becomes activated when it first occupies an expressing or infectious lattice site.
4.
If an activated cell is occupying an expressing or infectious lattice site, it kills the epithelial cell and with a probability rM = 0.25 a new activated immune cells is added at a random location on the grid.
Additionally, immune cells move randomly on the CA lattice at a speed of one lattice site per time step, and there are ν = 6 time steps/h.
BOX 2:
Evolution rules for the immune cells in the cellular automaton model. ratio, namely the fraction of infectious cells that have healthy neighbours, will decrease and so will the effective infection rate. Let us illustrate this by an example. Consider a system where infected cells infect all of their uninfected Moore neighbours (8 nearest neighbours) in each time step (an infection rate of 100%). The evolution of the system from an initial single seed is illustrated in Figure 2 . From the relation derived in the table of Figure 2 , one can compute the effective infection rate, i.e. the number of newly infected cells per infected cell at time step n, to be 8(n+1)/(2n+1) 2 = 4/ √ I+4/I, where I = (2n+1) 2 is the number of infected cells in a square patch at time step n. A graph of the effective infection rate as a function of the number of infected cells in a square patch is presented in Figure 3 . For this toy model, the effective infection rate is proportional to 1/ √ I for I ≫ 1. Another interesting feature that can be seen in Figure 1 is the increasing standard deviation for increasing initial patch sizes. This is easily explained with the fact that the larger the parameter s, the fewer the sites of infection. In other words, as the initial patch size increases, the 50 simulations are averaging over fewer infection sites. Figure 4 presents two example simulations to illustrate the differences that can arise between simulations produced using the same parameter values, when the initial patch size is large. In the case of the example simulations presented in Figure 4 , early detection made the difference between a small and short infection, and a longer infection resulting in a greater number of infected and dead cells. The larger the initial patch size, the fewer the number of infected patches and thus, the more pronounced this effect will be. This variability for larger values of s can be reduced by averaging simulations with the same number of infection sites (same number of patches) rather than the same absolute number of infected cells (same area).
A. Not just a rescaling problem
It may be tempting to interpret the effect of the initial patch size on the development and outcome of the infection as a rescaling of the system. In effect, one could imagine that each lump of infected cells represents a single infected cell such that the surface area of one epithelial cell corresponds to s sites of the simulation grid. A grid of area A with an initial patch size of s would be equivalent to a grid of area A/s with an initial patch size of 1. This turns out to be an incorrect interpretation, as seen in Figure 5 . This figure illustrates that one consequence of increasing the number of simulation sites per epithelial cell is an increase in the number of configurations the simulation can be in. For example, this causes the radius of infection sites to grow more slowly, even when the cell-to-cell infection rate is increased so that the rate of increase of infected tissue area is kept constant.
B. Occurrence of chronic infection
It is not clear from Figure 1 , but for initial patch sizes larger than 35, a number of simulations result in chronic infection with the fraction of infected cells stabilizing at 2% in all such cases. The occurrence of chronic infection increases for increasing initial patch sizes. This is illustrated in the top left panel of Figure 8 . What causes chronic infections in the case of larger initial patch sizes is the lower effective infection rate, which slows the infection dynamics. If the infection growth is slowed down, the infection takes place over a longer period of time and the immune cells start dying off before the infection is fully cleared. Thus, in the CA model, chronic infection arises when the immune cells' lifespan is shorter than the time scale of the infection. Chronic infections can be prevented by choosing a larger value for δ M , the lifespan of immune cells, for larger values of s, the initial patch size. For s = 1232, there are still occurrences of chronic infection with δ M = 300 h, but the infections are always cleared for δ M = 400 h (not shown). . For the infection growth rate to be comparable for the 2 simulations, the fraction of the grid which gets infected needs to be kept constant such that an infection rate β for an initial patch size of 1 becomes β * s for an initial patch size of s. Despite this correction, the infection growth pattern is not equivalent because, for example, the radius of the infection increases faster in the former.
IV. GLOBAL VS LOCAL EPITHELIAL REGENERATION
In the model presented in [2] , the regeneration of dead epithelial cells was implemented as a global process rather than a local process, namely, a dead cell is replaced by a healthy cell with probability b −1 × # healthy/# dead. This epithelial cell regeneration rule was originally chosen to mimic the replacement of dead cells by basal cells or by cells from inferior layers in the context of an influenza A infection. If one, instead, considers an infection taking place in a tissue composed of a monolayer of cells, a local regeneration rule based on the division of immediate neighbours is more appropriate. In this section, the impact of using the local epithelial cell regeneration rule on the dynamics of the infection is investigated. The local regeneration rule is such that a dead epithelial cell is replaced by a healthy one only if one of its healthy neighbours divides.
The original global regeneration rule is equivalent to assuming that dead and healthy epithelial cells are homogeneously distributed throughout the simulation grid, which is the way in which epithelial regeneration is implemented in simple ODE models. Comparing the two regeneration rules allows us more insight into the effect of the spatial distribution of cells on localized infection dynamics. The results of simulations comparing the global to the local epithelial cell regeneration rules are shown in the left column of Figure 6 . The top left panel shows the original model with the global epithelial cell regeneration rule, as presented in [2] , and the bottom left panel shows the same model using the local epithelial cell regeneration rule. A typical spatial distribution of cells at day 4 post-infection for both rules is illustrated in the left column of Figure 7 as screenshots of the simulation grid, with the panels in the same order as in Figure 6 . Additionally, the numbers of infected and dead cells at their respective peaks relative to their values in the original CA model introduced in [2] are presented in Table I in 
In the CA model, the infection of epithelial cells spreads locally as infected cells infect their healthy neighbours forming growing patches of infected cells. As the infection progresses, infected cells at the core of these patches die as a result of virus toxicity or immune attacks, and leave behind patches of dead cells surrounded by a perimeter of infected cells. Patches of dead cells can no longer harbour infection and thus serve to limit the growth of the infection. With the global epithelial cell regeneration rule, new healthy cells are allowed to emerge in the middle of the pools of dead cells. This allows the infection to rapidly repopulate the patches of dead cells, thus sustaining a high level of infection with minimal epithelial damage.
With the local epithelial cell regeneration rule, the patches of dead epithelial cells can only be repopulated by healthy cells once the immune cells have begun destroying the rings of infected cells that encircle each patch of dead cells, which otherwise act as a barrier isolating healthy cells from the areas that require regeneration. Thus, the greater accumulation of damage that results from the use of the local regeneration rule is a consequence of the spatial constraints imposed on the regeneration process. This finding is in agreement with that of Strain et al. [20] , who reported that for their spatial model of HIV, the infection could only be sustained as a propagating wave when the local rate of cell death was greater than the local regeneration rate, as is the case with our model when using the local regeneration rule for epithelial cells.
A. Occurrence of chronic infection
Examination of the results of the local epithelial cell regeneration rules for various initial patch sizes reveals the persistence of infected cells, namely a chronic infection stabilizing at approximately 1% of cells infected, for all but an initial patch size of 1. This is illustrated in Figure  8 , where the fraction of simulations ending in chronic in-fection as a function of the initial patch size for the local epithelial cell regeneration rule is presented in the bottom left panel. The smaller number of infected epithelial cells resulting from the use of the local regeneration rule results in the recruitment of fewer immune cells making it harder to fight the viral infection. Additionally, the organization of the infected cells into circular waves makes it harder for the immune cells to target the infected cells' structures. When infected cells are arranged into patches, an immune cell performing a random walk has better chances of landing on multiple infected sites. When infected epithelial cells organize into rings, as is the case with the local regeneration rule, immune cells performing a random walk will often move off the ring structure and "lose sight" of the infection. Consequently, the smaller number of infected cells and their organization into circular waves, facilitates the escape of the infection from immune attacks resulting in a higher incidence of chronic infections than for a global epithelial cell regeneration rule.
V. IMMUNE CELLS' PROLIFERATION RULE
The proliferation of immune cells in the model presented in [2] was such that when an activated immune cell moved onto an expressing or infectious cell, a new activated immune cell is added with a probability r M = 0.25 at a random location on the grid. The addition of immune cells at random locations can be justified biologically by the scenario of immune cells being activated and proliferating in the lymph nodes, travelling to the site of infection, and surfacing at random locations throughout the infected tissue. But immune expansion could instead be modelled by adding new activated immune cells on the site where the recruiting activated immune cell is located, hence mimicking immune cell (T cell, macrophages, etc.) division at the infection site. This scenario could correspond to immune cells being activated in the lymph nodes, but travelling to the site of infection while still undergoing their programmed cycles of divisions. In Figure 6 , the infection dynamics for the addition of immune cells at random locations and at the site of recruitment are compared for the two choices of epithelial cell regeneration rule. A typical spatial distribution of cells at day 4 post-infection under the two immune cell proliferation rules for both epithelial cell regeneration rules are illustrated in Figure 7 as screenshots of the simulation grid. Additionally, the numbers of infected and dead epithelial cells at their respective peaks for all rules relative to their values in the original model introduced in [2] are presented in Table I .
Regardless of the epithelial cell regeneration rule, the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment results in more infected cells at the peak of the infection than addition at random locations. The addition of immune cells at random locations allows recruited immune cells to surface randomly onto a previously unexplored site and efficiently discover new patches of infection. With the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment, it takes longer for immune cells to discover new sites of infection as they can only find them by diffusion. Thus, although the discovered infection sites are cleared faster and more efficiently with the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment, the undiscovered infection sites are allowed to grow for longer, resulting in more infected cells overall.
In contrast, the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment rather than at random locations has a different impact on the number of dead cells at the peak for the two epithelial cell regeneration rules. The addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment results in fewer dead cells when combined with the global epithelial cell regeneration rule, but more dead cells when combined with the local regeneration rule. This discrepancy in the effects of the choice of immune cell addition rule for the two epithelial cell regeneration rules can be explained as follows. For the global epithelial cell regeneration rule, the addition of immune cells at random locations allows the infection to grow almost undisturbed while the immune cells slowly populate the grid randomly through recruitment, mainly landing on healthy sites. But when a sufficient number of immune cells have been added, that new immune cells tend to be placed on infected sites, the destruction of infected cells by immune cells begins and happens very abruptly. It is this abrupt destruction of infected cells by immune cells that results in the greater number of dead cells seen with the addition of immune cells at random locations rather than at the site of recognition with the global epithelial cell regeneration rule. This also happens when using the local epithelial cell regeneration rule, but in this case the effect is masked by the large increase in cell destruction at undiscovered infection sites.
In fact, with the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment and the local epithelial cell regeneration rule, the undiscovered site are sometimes allowed to grow to such extent that the infection gets cleared by target-cell limitation in those areas.
A. Occurrence of chronic infection
Examination of the runs in which immune cells are added at the site of recruitment rather than at random locations reveals a dramatic decrease in the fraction of simulations ending in chronic infection. The addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment using the global epithelial cell regeneration rule produced no chronic infection in any of the 50 simulations performed for each initial patch size. Using the local epithelial cell regeneration rule, the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment produced only a handful of simulations resulting in chronic infection, with the fraction of infected cells stabilizing at approximately 0.1% in all cases. This is illustrated in Figure 8 . The reduction in the fraction of simulations resulting in chronic infection when adding immune cells at the site of recruitment rather than at random locations is easily explained. At high infection levels, the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment increases the efficacy of the response at the site of recruitment but makes it harder for immune cells to find other sites of infection. This results in a greater number of infected cells. But at low infection levels, immune cells added at random locations will rarely be added at an infection site and are likely to die of old age before they can diffuse to an escaped infection foyer. Thus, the addition of immune cells at random locations is the better strategy for high levels of infection allowing rapid detection of the various infection sites, while addition at the recruitment site is the better strategy for low levels of infection allowing efficient prevention of escape. 
VI. IN THE CONTEXT OF INFLUENZA A
Influenza is a good example of a spatially localized viral infection. The infection typically takes place in the upper sixteen generations of the lungs, and the target cells of the infection, the ciliated epithelial cells which cover the respiratory tract, are fixed in place. In previous work [2] , the CA model used here was introduced and successfully calibrated to mimic a viral infection with influenza A. Here, I revisit the CA model to explore how the local epithelial cell regeneration rule and the immune cell addition rule affect the agreement between the CA model and the experimental data cited in [2] for an uncomplicated influenza A viral infection.
Because the target cells of influenza A are fixed, i.e. do not move around in space, it is ultimately the speed of diffusion of the virions over the epithelial layer which determines whether the population of infected cells grows locally around a productively infected cell, or in a more homogeneous manner as the virions quickly spread out over the target area. But since the lifespan of a productively infected cell, the number of virions it produces, and their clearance rate are not well known in the case of influenza A, it is not possible to compute with confidence the rate of spread of virions, and consequently, no conclusion can be made about the true impact of the spatial distribution of cells on the particular development and outcome of an influenza infection. However, there are still some conclusions to be drawn from the results presented above.
Originally, in [2] , the use of a global epithelial cell regeneration rule seemed appropriate to mimic the replacement of dead cells by basal cells or by cells from inferior epithelial layers. I have since learned that the airway epithelium consists of a single layer of cells (everywhere except in the trachea) [19] . Thus, it would seem that a local regeneration rule by which a dead epithelial cell is replaced by a healthy cell only if one of its healthy neighbours divides is more appropriate to model cellular regeneration following a viral infection in the lungs. As it turns out, the use of the local epithelial cell regeneration rule does in fact improve the fit of the CA model to available experimental data. Over the course of an in- fluenza infection, there should be about 10% of cells dead on day 1, 40% on day 2 and 10% on day 5 [3] . The global rule results in too fast a regeneration, but the local rule improves the agreement of the number of dead epithelial cells during regeneration.
The local epithelial cell regeneration rule also results in a number of infected cells at the peak of the infection (∼ 40% of the total) which is smaller than that obtained with the global regeneration rule (∼ 50% of the total). Unfortunately, there is no data available to assess whether the reduction in the number of infected cells at the peak of the infection constitutes an improvement of the model or not. The other two existing mathematical models of influenza A, which are ODE models, have arrived at numbers of infected cells at infection peak of 40%-78% [1] , and 60%-80% [3] of the total. Experimental data about the fraction of cells infected at the peak of the infection would therefore be invaluable in discriminating between the different models for influenza A and help determine whether spatial heterogeneity plays a role in the development and outcome of the infection.
Finally, it has been suggested in [1] that influenza resolution could be target-cell limited. This means that the infection would die from the lack of new cells to infect, rather than as a result of immune attacks. In a spatially homogeneous model, the target-cell limited resolution of the infection would be difficult to show [1] . In the context of a spatial model, however, a target-cell limited resolution of the infection can easily be explored as it would simply correspond to a lack of spatially accessible target cells for infectious cells to infect.
With the model in its current state, target-cell limitation can occur locally, as seen using the local epithelial cell regeneration rule with the addition of immune cells at the site of recruitment (see Section V). Resolution of the infection through target-cell limitation alone, however, is not possible. In the absence of immune cells, target-cell limitation is such that sites of infection grow undisturbed and as the circular waves of infection meet and annihilate, they leave behind nothing but dead cells. Targetcell limited resolution is impossible because as long as the infection wave encircles the dead epithelial cells, segregating them from healthy cells, regeneration cannot be initiated. It is only once immune cells have started at-tacking the propagating infection wave, creating breaks where dead cells can be in contact with healthy cells, that epithelial cell regeneration can take place. In the absence of immune cells, target-cell limited resolution could still be explored with our model, provided that the action of interferon be included. Type I interferon (IFN) get produced during an influenza infection and hinder viral replication within infected cells and confer a certain level of protection from infection in surrounding cells [1] . In the CA model, the interferon response could be modelled by introducing an inhomogeneous infection rate or an infection rate that would depend on the number of infectious neighbours. This could be the subject of future research.
VII. CONCLUSION
Here, the CA model introduced in [2] was used to investigate the effects of the well-mixed assumption on the dynamics of a localized viral infection. It was shown that the distribution of initially infected cells has a great impact on the dynamics of infection. This is because, in the CA model, infectious cells can only infect their immediate neighbours, and when organized in patches, fewer infectious cells have healthy neighbours.
It was also demonstrated that the regeneration rule chosen for the replacement of dead epithelial cells by healthy ones can have an important impact on infection dynamics. A global epithelial cell regeneration rule, as is equivalent to simple ODE models, allows areas of dead cells to be replenished by healthy cells even in the local absence of healthy cells. This repopulation, in turn, allows the infection to move back into the newly replenished area it had previously infected, resulting in a greater number of infected cells. On the other hand, the slower local regeneration rule, which requires the local presence of healthy epithelial cells, limits the growth of the infection by starving it of target cells and forces the infection to propagate as a thin circular wave. In [20] , Strain et al. introduce a spatiotemporal model for the dynamics of HIV in the spleen. Strain et al. point out that the main differences between their spatial model and a mean field approach such as an ODE model, arise from the fact that a viral burst only spreads to nearby cells. They also conclude that in a spatial model, infection sustainability is affected by the recovery rate of destroyed target cells, as local cell destruction limits the spread of the infection which can then only be sustained as a propagating wave. Those findings are in agreement with those presented here.
Finally, the choices of whether to add immune cells at random locations on the simulation grid, as is equivalent to simple ODE models, or at the site of recruitment were compared to explore how they affect the dynamics of the infection. It was shown that while addition at random sites permits rapid detection of new infection sites, it makes it harder to avoid infection escape from the immune response. Consequently, random addition of immune cells was found to be a better strategy at high infection levels, while addition at the site of recruitment was the better strategy at low infection levels.
Two spatial models [20, 22] have been suggested for the dynamics of HIV infections. Both models make the assumption that T cells, the target cells of HIV virus, are fixed in space, an assumption that is not realistic given the known patterns of movement of T cells within lymph nodes [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and may adversely affect the results. Other investigations [7, 11] have chosen to remain more general in their exploration of the effects of the spatial distribution of agents on the evolution and outcome of infections by not considering a particular viral infection. Since the models in [7, 11] have not been calibrated to fit experimental data, it is not known whether they can realistically model any particular infection. In [2] , the model used here was calibrated for influenza A, and was shown to be accurate enough to quantitatively reproduce the response to an uncomplicated infection with this virus. The applicability of the findings presented here follow from that model.
In the present work, the effect of the spatial distribution of infected cells on the dynamics of the infection arises from the fact that the infection can only spread from one infectious cell to its neighbours. The applicability of the findings presented here largely depends on the accuracy of this assumption, namely whether the infection tends to quickly spread over the tissue or grow locally around infected sites. Nonetheless, I have shown in this paper that a local epithelial cell regeneration rule, where a dead cell is replaced by a healthy cell when one of its immediate healthy neighbour divides, improves the fit of the CA model to experimental data in the case of an uncomplicated viral infection with influenza A.
Whether or not there exist in vivo virus-host systems where the infection grows locally from neighbour to neighbour, such systems do exist in vitro and are used to address questions such as how viral spread is inhibited by cellular antiviral activities [4, 9] . The team of Dr. John Yin, at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, have introduced a new assay method which consists of a monolayer cell culture covered in an agar solution, which prevents the diffusion of virions at the surface of the cell monolayer such that the infection can only spread to immediate neighbours [4, 9] , as is the case in the CA model used here. By complementing these assay experiments with simulations from the CA model used here, significant questions could be addressed. For example, by testing various hypothesis about the production and spread of interferon, and comparing the results of the CA model to that of the experimental assays, it may be possible to discriminate among various potential mechanisms and extract parameters for those mechanisms, such as rate of production/clearance of interferon. The combination of results obtained through such experimental techniques with the flexibility and simplicity offered by spatial in silico modelling could lead to great advances in our un-derstanding of host-pathogen interactions.
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